
 

NSS SPECIAL CAMP 

Date of Conduction of Program: 06-07-2022 

Venue: Ammallidoddi, Virupakshipura Hobali, Channapatna Taluk, Ramanagar District 

Organized by: NSS unit of KSIT 

Duration: 06/07/22 to 12/07/22 

Participants: NSS Officer - Mr. Naveen V, Physical Education Director - Mr. Umesh, 50 NSS 

volunteers 

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM 

 To create awareness regarding cleanliness by cleaning village streets and drains. 

 To conduct medical and dental camps for educating the villagers regarding healthcare. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PROGRAM 

DAY 1 - 06/07/2022 

 

All the NSS volunteers gathered at K S Institute of Technology Campus by 6:00pm on 

05/07/2022 and the bus departed by 6.30pm. We reached Ammallidoddi, Channapatna taluk, 

Ramanagar District around 08.15pm. All the boys were accommodated at Government school 

and the girls stayed at Umesh Sir’s house. Later we made some arrangements for the inaugural 

function and then we had dinner by 10:00pm. The day was winded up and we slept around 

11:00pm. 
 

           Next day morning we woke up at 4:30am and all the NSS volunteers gathered near 

Government school field to clean the ground and make the stage arrangements for the 

inaugural function. The chief guests for the program were R Rajgopal Naidu (President of 

Kammavari Sangham), P Prabhakar Naidu (Director of Kammavari Sangham), Dr. K V A 

Balaji (C.E.O of Kammavari Sangham), Dileep Kumar (Principal of KSIT), Mahesh Gowda 

(Gramapanchayat member of Ammallidoddi) ,  Thimmaiah (Gramapanchayat member of 

Ammallidoddi),  Gunasheela (Gramapanchayat member of Ammallidoddi), Kaleyappa and 

Dollu Chandru. The chief guests inaugurated the program by watering the plants thus by 

spreading awareness about the environment. The chief guests addressed the gathering with 

their inspirational words. Later the NSS Program Officer Mr. Naveen V and camp director Mr. 

Umesh S addressed the gathering and felicitated the guests. Badge distribution ceremony was 



held for the camp captains and vice captains. Also the camp dairies were distributed to all the 

NSS volunteers and badges to the  Government school students. Later we had cultural 

programs held by the NSS volunteers. 
 

             After lunch teams were formed namely KRANTIVEERA SANGOLLI RAYANNA, 

VISHVESHWARAIAH, KITTURU RANI CHENNAMMA, KUVEMPU, SWAMI 

VIVEKANANDA, each team consisting of around 10 members. The members of Krantiveera 

sangolli rayanna were Sumukha, Varshitha, Akash, Sanjay, Abhishek, Anirudha, Sindhu, 

Hrithika, Spoorthy, Apeksha. The members of Vishveshwaraih were Gurudeep, Varsha 

Jayakumar, Meghashree, Yashaswini, Sushen, Rakshith, Rahul, Sumana, Bhavana. The 

members of Kitturu Rani Chennamma were Rakshith N M, Vidya Rawal, Preksha S, Sanjay 

P, Tharun K V, Chaya, Dhanush, Kushal, Trishala, Chandan Raj. The members of Kuvempu 

were Rohith A K, Vaishnavi, Suraksha, Sumana, Vidya, Keerthana, Sagar, Prajwal, Chethan, 

The members of Swami Vivekananda were Kumar, Sonika, Jayanth, Kiran Dev, Shruthi 

Kandra, Pranathi R, Divya T, Supreeth, Sanjana V, Suresh C. The captains for the camp were 

Chandan and Yashaswini and vice captains were Jayanth and Sumana. The Captain and vice 

captain of Kuvempu team were Rohith and  Vaishnavi and this team was given the incharge 

of stage. The captain and vice captain of Swami Vivekananda team were Kumar and Sonika 

and this team was given the incharge of cooking. The captain and vice captain for Kittur Rani 

Chennamma were Rakshith and Vidya Rawal and this team was given incharge of 

Shramadhana. The captain and vice captain of Sangolli Rayanna team were Gurudeep  and 

Varsha Jayakumar and this team was given incharge of Flag hoisting. 
 

              Later cultural program started by 5:00pm and Chief guests were Lakshmi (President), 

Baghyamma (Vice president), Shantamma, Prema, Jayasheela, Ningamma, Bharati, Sudha, 

Prema, Narasamma, Shoba and Chikkamma from the Women’s Association for milk. 

The program ended by 8:30pm with a message that “ There should be schools and toilets 

developed in villages that horizontally improves the nation”. We had our dinner and the day 

was winded. 

 

 

                 
         Guests entering the Inaugural function                            Audience of the Inaugural function 



 
President of KSGI addressing the gathering 

 

       

Badge distribution for the Captains of the camp 

 
Cultural performance by NSS volunteers 



 
Group photo of NSS volunteers along with the Guests 

 

 
Dance performance by village students 

 

 
Cultural program by NSS volunteers 



DAY 2 - 07/07/2022 

 

The  day started with a  call around 5:00am and all the NSS volunteers gathered near flag pole 

at 6:00am. The theme was about mother’s love. Chief guests were Smt. Jayalakshmi, Mr. 

Naveen V(Program officer), Mr. Umesh (Camp Director), ShivaPrakash (Physical Director), 

Sai Aditya(Alumini of KSIT). We all sung the NSS song and also had pledge. Flag hoisting 

team informed about that day’s schedule. We had been to nearby lake for morning walk. We 

had our breakfast. Later each team were assigned to clean up street and spread awareness about 

cleanliness. Tools for cleaning was distributed by Shramadhana team. Later the team captains 

and vice captains were changed and the incharge were shifted. Kitturu Rani Chennamma were 

given incharge of stage and Chaya and Sanjay were captain and vice captain for the team. 

Kuvempu were given incharge of food and Suraksha and Prajwal were captain and vice captain 

for the team. Vishveshwaraih were given incharge of cultural and Meghashree and Sushen 

were Captain and vice captain for the team. Swami Vivekananda were given incharge of 

Shramadhana and Pranitha and Kiran were Captain and Vice captain for the team. Sangolli 

Rayanna were given incharge of flag hoisting and Hrithika and Abhishek were captain and 

vice captain for the team. We had lunch at 1:30p.m. We had a break and cultural program was 

started. Chief guests were Shivanna and Thimmaiah(Gram Panchayat Members). Cultural 

committee arranged the program and some of the villagers were awarded with momentos. At 

the end of the program people were informed about next day’s dental camp and they were 

asked to visit Government School where the camp will be held. Food Committee served the 

dinner. By this our activities for the day was winded and we slept around 11.00p.m. 

 

 

 
Volunteers taking pledge during flag hoisting 

 

 

 



 

 
Morning walk 

 

     
 

      
Volunteers cleaning the village streets and drains 

 

 



 

 

 
Group photo of team Sangolli Rayanna 

 

 
Group photo of team Kitturu Rani Chennamma 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 Group photo of team Kuvempu 

 

 
Group photo of team Vishveshwaraih 

 



 

 
Group photo of team Swami Vivekananda 

 

     
Cultural performances by NSS volunteers 

 

     
 Cultural performances by village students 



 

DAY 3 - 08/07/2022 

 

The day started with a call around 5.00am and all the NSS volunteers gathered near the flag 

pole around 6:00am. The chief guests for flag hoisting were Lakshmamma (Dairy maid), 

Gunasheela (Gram Panchayat Member). Later flag committee informed all the volunteers 

about the day’s schedule. Team Kittur Rani Chennamma had incharge of cultural with captain 

as Dasha and vice captain Preksha. Team Sangolli Rayanna had the incharge of stage with 

captain as Sanjana and vice captain as Spoorthy. Team Vivekananda had the incharge of Flag 

hoisting with captain Sirisha and vice captain Shruthi. Team Vishvehwaraiah  had the incharge 

of food with captain Shreya and vice captain as Bhavana, Team Kuvempu had the incharge of 

Shramadhana with captain as Purushotham and vice captain as Vidya. For keeping the 

volunteers physically fit trekking program was held. We finished having our breakfast by 

9.00am. Except cooking team other teams went for cleaning. Later, Rajarajeshwari Dental 

college and Hospital from Bangalore helped us in organizing the Dental camp for the villagers. 

We had lunch by 2.00pm. Flag dehoisting program was done around 5.30pm and the chief 

guests were Swami, Puttegowdru and Puttanna. Then the cultural program was held. In 

between momentos were distributed to the villagers. Then importance of education was 

conveyed to the people in the form of a drama. Information about blood camp was given by 

the anchor and the program came to an end. Stage was cleared  by the stage committee. We 

had our dinner where food committee served us and we slept around 11:00pm. 

 

     
Making arrangements for flag hoisting 

 

 
Volunteers assembled for flag hoisting 



 

 
Flag hoisting by the Chief Guests     

 

      
NSS students going for trekking 



 

 
Group photo during trekking 

 

 
Preparing for Shramadhana 

 

     
Volunteers cleaning the streets 



 

      
 

      
Photos of Dental Camp 

 

 
Flag dehoisting 

 



     
 

 
 

 
Cultural Performances by NSS volunteers 

 



 

     
Cultural performances by Villagers 

 

 

DAY  4 - 09/07/2022 

 

All the NSS volunteers assembled at 5:40am near the flag pole. On this day captains and vice 

captains were not changed and the team responsibilities weren’t changed. Chief guests for flag 

hoisting were Shivanna, Appaji, Sujan (Alumini of KSIT). We all sung NSS song and had the 

pledge. The theme for flag hoisting was about blood donation as we had blood donation camp 

on that day. Later we all went to Virupakshipura to distribute pamphlets about health camp 

that is conducted at Government School the next day. We had our breakfast and later blood 

camp was conducted. Books were distributed to the students of Government school by the 

Aluminis of KSIT. D K Suresh, honerable MP of Bangalore Rural arrived as the chief guest 

for the day and addressed the gathering about NSS and also shared his experience as a NSS 

volunteer.  We had lunch by 3:00pm. Flag dehoisting was done and the guests were Suma and 

Niveditha who were the aluminis of KSIT. The cultural program started by 7.00pm and guests 

were Renuka Prasanna from ABCD Dance Academy. The performances were given by ABCD 

Dance Academy and NSS volunteers. Also village kids participated and enjoyed the program. 

After the program, the team incharges were changed. We had our dinner and slept around 

11:15pm. 

 

 

     
                 Preparations of flag hoisting                                                          Flag hoisting 

 

 



 

 
Morning walk 

 

      
Distributing pamphlets of health check-up 

 

 



Group photo with School students 

 

      
Photos of Blood donation Camp 

 

 
D K Suresh taking part in Plantation 

 



 

 

 
Group photo with D K Suresh 

 
Flag dehoisting 

 

     



Distributing books and slates to school students 

    
Cultural program by NSS volunteers 

 

 
 

    
Cultural programs by ABCD dance academy 



DAY 5 - 10/07/2022 

 

All the NSS volunteers woke up around 5:00am and assembled near the flag pole at 5:30am. 

Flag hoisting was done. Theme for flag hoisting was ‘health is wealth’ as we had health check-

up camp on that day. Guests were Vaishnavi, Naganethra, Mohan Prasanna who were alumini 

of KSIT. We all sung NSS song and had the pledge. Flag committee reported about previous 

day and informed about Present day’s programs. Captain and vice captain badges were 

distributed. Team Sangolli Rayanna had the incharge of food with captain as Akash and 

vicecaptain as Anirudh. Team Kuvempu had the incharge of culturals with captain as Sagar 

and vice captain as Chethan. Team Kitturu Rani Chennamma had the incharge of flag hoisting 

and cooking with captain as Dhanush and vice captain as Tharun. Team Vishveshwaraiah had 

the incharge of stage with captain Rahul and vice captain as Rakshith. Team Vivekananda had 

the incharge of culturals with Captain as Supreeth and vice captain as Suresh. After that we 

had a program by the personality development training programmer Shiva Kumar who has 

won the Gold Medal and have represented India 3 times. Later we had breakfast and we were 

taken to Virupakshipura Government School. There health check up camp was done for 

villagers. NSS Cell provided books and pens to the students of  Virupaksha Government 

school. At 5.30pm Flag dehoisting was done. Guest was Sudha (Women’s milk Association 

Member). Later team Incharges were shifted and culturals got started by 7.00p.m. Stage was 

arranged by stage committee. Cultural committee arranged the program. The chief guest for 

the cultural program was Kavitha Rao who takes care of 70 aged people by providing them an 

old age home. Later she addressed the gathering about NSS and the guests were felicitated. 

After the program we had our dinner at 10.30pm. By this the activities for the day was winded 

up and we slept around 11.30pm. 

 

    
 

 
Flag hoisting 



 

 
Personality development program 

 

     
Interaction with school students and prize distribution 

 

     
Health check-up for villagers 

 

 



 

 
Group photo with doctors 

 

 
Flag dehoisting 

 

    
Cultural performances by NSS volunteers 



 

 
Kavitha Rao addressing the gathering 

 

       
Dance performances by Pushkara performing arts 

 

DAY  6 - 11/07/2022 

 

All the NSS volunteers assembled and Flag hoisting was done at 6:00am. Guest was Sai 

Aditya (Alumini of KSIT). We all sung NSS song and had the pledge. Flag committee 

reported about previous day and present day’s programs. The theme for the day was 

plantation and we planted few samplings on that day. Team Kuvempu was incharge of flag 

hoisting with captain as Keerthana and vice captain as Prajwal, Team Kitturu Rani 

Chennamma was incharge of food with captain as Trishala and vice captain as Kushal. Team 

Vishveshwaraiah was incharge of Shramadhana with captain as Sumana and vice captain as 

Gurudeep. Team Vivekananda was incharge of stage with captain as Divya and vice captain 

as Sanjana. Team Sangolli Rayanna was incharge of culturals with captain Sanjay and vice 

captain as Sindhu. The place for organizing the Camp fire was cleaned and we had our 

breakfast. Later all of us went to Kannidhoddi to clean the surroundings of Samudhaya 

Bavana. Later we made students of KSIT to clean the street who visited our camp. Later 



teachers and student visitors were served lunch and then all volunteers had lunch. Flag 

dehoisting was done at 5:30pm. Guests were Puttaswamanna, Thammanna. Cultural program 

got started by 7:00p.m. Vivekananda team arranged the stage and Sangolli Rayanna team 

arranged the program for culturals. Smt. Jayalakshmamma was invited as the guest. During 

the program few students of Government School were awarded for their performances in 

culturals by Mr. Naveen, Smt. Jayalakshmamma and Mr. Umesh. Program came to an end 

and we had our dinner at 10.15pm. We had fire camp where all of us enjoyed. By this the 

activities for the day was winded up and we slept around 1:00am. 

 

    
                 Preparations for flag hoisting                                Volunteers assembled during flag hoisting 
 

 



Flag hoisting 

 

 
Team Swami Vivekananda planting the sampling 

 

 
Team Sangolli Rayanna planting the sampling 

 

 



 

 

 
Team Vishveshwaraiah planting the sampling 

 

 
Team Kitturu Rani Chennamma planting the sampling 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Volunteers cleaning near Samudhaya Bhavana 

 

    
 

      
Cultural Performances by NSS Volunteers 



 
 

 

     

Dance performance by village students 

 

      

Photos of Campfire 
 

 

DAY 7 - 12/07/2022 

 

The day started with the call around 5.30a.m. All the NSS volunteers assembled near the flag 

pole. All the senior volunteers Shreya, Purushotham, Sanjana, Sirisha, and Dasha were made 

captains for their respective teams and flag hoisting incharge was given to them. Flag 

hoisting was done by Ramanna, Mr. Naveen (NSS Program officer), Mr. Umesh (Camp 

Director) and Mr. Shivaprakash (Physical Education Director of KSIT). All volunteers sung 

NSS song and had pledge. Later we had a walk and had our breakfast. All the NSS 

volunteers assembled at 12.00pm for validatory function. Chief guests were Dr. Dileep 

Kumar V (Principal of KSIT), Thimaiah (Gramapanchayat member of Ammallidoddi), 

Vijayalakshmi (Gramapanchayat member of Ammallidoddi), Mr. Umesh S (Camp Director), 

Mr. Naveen V (NSS Program officer), Mr. Shivaprakash (Physical Education Director of 

KSIT). Principal of KSIT addressed all the NSS volunteers and spoke few words about the 

special camp. Later prizes were distributed for the NSS volunteers and teams. The program 



came to an end by 2:00pm. Later flag dehoisting was done. After having lunch we headed 

back to Bangalore. We boarded our college buses and left around 6:30pm and we reached 

Bangalore around 9:00pm. 

 

     
                Arrangements for flag hoisting                                  Taking pledge during flag hoisting 
 

 
Morning walk 

 

 



Validatory function 

       
Prize distribution to volunteers 
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INDEPENDENCE DAY 

Date of Conduction of Program: 15-08-2022 

Venue: KSIT Quadrangle 

Organized by: NSS unit of KSIT 

Duration: 8.30am-10.30am 

Participants: President, CEO, Treasurer, Principal of KSIT, Principal of KSSEM, Principal 

of KSP, Management committee Teaching and non-teaching staff from 

KSIT,KSSEM,KSP,KSPU, students of KSGI and NSS volunteers. 

 

HISTORY OF INDEPENDENCE DAY 

Indian Independence Day is observed as a national holiday throughout the country. It 

reminds us of the many sacrifices our freedom fighters made for the freedom movement and 

to get Independence from British rule. The country's history is written with many events of 

retaliation and uprisings led by the freedom fighters, eventually driving the Britishers out 

and forcing Lord Mountbatten, Viceroy of India at that time, to free the country from 

colonial rule on August 15, 1947. Independence Day is marked with the hoisting of the 

tricolour or tiranga, parades, cultural events, and citizens singing patriotic songs. On August 

15, 1947, the first prime minister of India, Jawaharlal Nehru, raised the Indian national flag 

above the Lahori Gate of Red Fort in Delhi. It is a tradition that has since been followed by 

every Prime Minister with an address to the country. 

SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM 

 India is celebrating 75 years of independence. This is a special occasion for all the 

countrymen to commemorate the birth of a free nation after the relentless efforts of freedom 

fighters and revolutionaries against the oppressive British rule. The celebration of 

Independence Day honours the sacrifices of our courageous leaders and freedom fighters, 

who gave their all for the sake of the nation and the countrymen. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM 



Independence Day is significant as it commemorates the valour and spirit of the freedom 

fighters who fought for the independence of the nation. Keeping the tradition since 1947 

alive, the prime minister hoists the flag and addresses the country from the Red Fort every 

year. This year it is themed for ‘AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV’ 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PROGRAM 

The day started of with a patriotic song followed by flag hoisting and the national 

anthem was sung.The NSS unit also commemorated this patriotic day with a 

patriotic song and skit. Our Principal Dr. Dileep Kumar welcomed the huge 

gathering. Prizes were given to KSPU students.  

The management committee of KSGI, teaching and non-teaching staff and 

students from KSSEM,KSP,KSPU and NSS volunteers involved in the rally. The 

procession started off from KSIT, went up to Doddakallasandra, kannakapura 2-

ft road. After an procession we came back from Vajarahalli service road, the 

procession ended back at KSIT. Then breakfast was served to everyone at KSP

arranged by NSS unit of KSIT. 
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Independence Day
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Kannada Rajyotsava

1st Nov 2022







Kannada Rajyotsava

1st Nov 2022



ROAD SAFETY AWARENESS PROGRAM

Date of Conduction of Program: 22-11-2022

Venue:Saraki circle (jp nagar metro station)

Organized by: Pragati Mitra

Duration: 1:30pm to 3:30pm

Participants: Members of pragati Mitra , Police officers and Nss volunteers

HISTORY OF ROAD SAFETY AWARENESS

The first road safety awareness week was observed in 1989 when the

country lost 36,000 people in traffic crashes. On 15 March 2010, India’s

Union Cabinet approved the National Road Safety Policy based on the

Sunder Committee’s recommendation in a report is submitted in

February 2007.

SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM

India is celebrating 75 years of independence. This is a special occasion for all the

countrymen to commemorate the birth of a free nation after the relentless efforts of freedom

fighters and revolutionaries against the oppressive British rule. The celebration of

Independence Day honours the sacrifices of our courageous leaders and freedom fighters,

who gave their all for the sake of the nation and the countrymen.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM

The aim of celebrating the campaign road safety week is to promote road safety measures in

the community, schools, colleges, workplaces, on roads and etc.  To decrease and completely

remove out the road accidents, road accident death, and injury cases by applying the road



safety measures.  To encourage all the travelers to follow the traffic rules and wear helmets

and seat belts while driving To implement the new preventative measures which are proved

to lessen the risk of road accidents, death or injury.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PROGRAM

We all assembled at Saraki signal at 1:30 pm on 22/11/22, At first we where

given instructions about the awareness program and everyone was handed an

pluck card ,and few held the banner .At 1:30pm program started nss volunteers

held the banner and pluck card ,then the awareness was given by the head

of.pragrati Mitra and traffic police of Jp nagar , After 2rounds of Saraki circle

giving awareness , then we ended the program .The snack was provided by

pragati Mitra to NSS volunteers .









































ROAD SAFETY SEMINAR
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Meditation

2nd Dec 2022







Meditation
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ROAD SAFETY

22nd Nov 2022







ROAD SAFETY
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Vaccination Drive

25-1-2023







Vaccination Drive
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Promotion of Mental Health
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Date of Conduction of Program: 21.06.2023 

Venue: Kemmale, Sathanur hobli, Kanakapura Taluk, Ramanagara district, Karnataka-562126 

Organized by: NSS unit of KSIT 

Duration: 22/06/23 to 28/06/23 

Participants: Program Officer- Mr. Naveen V, Camp Director- Mr. Shivaprakash and Mr. 

Umesh, 56 NSS volunteers and team Mentors. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM 

• To create awareness regarding cleanliness by cleaning village streets and drains. 

• Identify the needs and problems of the community and involve them inproblemsolving. 
• Acquire leadership qualities and democratic attitudes. 

• To conduct medical and dental camps for educating the villagers regarding 
healthcare. 

• Practice national integration and social harmony. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PROGRAM DAY 1 - 22/06/2023 

All the NSS volunteers gathered at K S Institute of Technology Campus by 6:00pm on 

21/06/2023 and the bus departed by 6.30pm. We reached Kemmale, Sathanur Hobli, 

Kanakapura Taluk, Ramanagara district around 08.15pm. All the boys were accommodated

at 

Allotted house at village and the girls stayed at Samudhaya Bhavana. Later we made some 

arrangements for the inaugural function and then wehad dinner by 10:00pm. The day was 

winded up with some plans for the next dayand we slept around 11:00pm. 

Next day morning we woke up at 4:30am and all the NSS volunteers gathered near 

Samudhaya Bhavan yard and everyone went for a walk and collected some flowers &required 

things to prepare bouquets for the guests and again everyone gathered near samudhaya 

bhavan to clean the surrounding and to make the stage arrangements for the inaugural 

function. The chief guests for the program were R Rajgopal Naidu (President of 

Kammavari Sangham), Dileep Kumar (Principal of KSIT), Shri H K Shrikanta (RES 

President, Kanakapura), Manju (Gram panchayat president of Kemmale), Shivamari Gowda

(Gram panchayat member of Kemmale), K J Vijay Kumar (VSSN Honaganahalli President), 

Lakkappa (Kemmale High school Headmaster), Krishnegowda (Sharadha Convent,
treasurer), 

Manu.M(Congress Leader), L akshmakka (Anganawadi of kemmale), Anitha (Kemmale School 

Teacher). We welcomed our chief guests through Dollu Kunitha and With Parade which
was 
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led by Gurudeep R. The chief guests inaugurated the event with Nadageethe and followed by 

Invocation song by our NSS volunteers. The Event had a meaningful start as our 

chief guests led the event by watering the plants thus by spreading awareness about the 

environment. 

The chief guests addressed the gathering with their inspirational words and gave us 

motivational talks about how important is to be a part of NSS and how important is to 

serve for Nation. Knowing its importance, we all sang our NSS 

song as a token of respect and took a pledge to serve our best for our society. 

Later the NSS Program Officer Mr. Naveen V and camp director Mr. Shivkumar addressed 

the gathering and felicitated the guests. And the guests of the day were requested to 

launch the camp banners and camp dairies. Badge distribution ceremony was held for the 

camp captains and vice captains. Also, the camp diaries were distributed to all the NSS 

volunteers. And then we distributed books for school children and slates for Anganwadi 

kids. Later we had cultural programs held by NSS volunteers. One of our NSS volunteer 

named Srilakshmi performed Bharatnatyam to inaugurate the cultural 

events and then the event went with some performances like Hulli kunitha, Folk dance, 

Folk Songs and the event winded up with National Anthem. And we greeted all our 

guests and invitees with vote of thanks. 

The teams were already formed at the college namely, SWAMI VIVEKANANDA, KUVEMPU, 

KRANTIVEERA SANGOLLI RAYANNA, KITTURU RANI CHENNAMMA, VISHVESHWARAIAH 

each team consisting of around 11 members and mentors were allotted accordingly. The 

mentor of Swami Vivekananda was Chandan Raj Y and the members of Swami 

Vivekananda were Kumar K G, Pranitha, Rakshith R, Rohith A K, Rakshith S, Sagar G S, 

Anush S, Spoorthi M U, Tejashree N, Varsha B C, Archana N. The mentor of Kuvempu was 

Abhishek B and the members of Kuvempu were Gurudeep R, Vaishnavi A, Jeevitha K, 

Varshith S, Dhanush B K, Sushen Krishnapur, Vishwanath B S, Divya T, Varsha Jayakumar, 

Nithya V, Pruthu K L. The mentor of Krantiveera sangolli rayanna was Arun Kumar Nand the 

members of Krantiveera sangolli rayanna were Suraksha N, Sumana N, Sumukha S, 

Dhanush P, Prajwal G V, Tarun M, Raghu H M, Sanjana V, Monisha B N, Sulagna Mondal, Sri 

Lakshmi, Shruthi Kandra. The mentor of Kitturu Rani Chennamma was Yashaswini N 

and the members of Kitturu Rani Chennamma were Sonika S, Hrithika S, Chethan V M, 

Sanjay P, Sanjay G, Abhijith R, Vishwas M K, Swetha V, Rakshitha M B, Mahalakshmi D, 

Keerthana K. The mentor of Vishveshwaraih was Tilak P and the members of 

Vishveshwaraih were Meghashree M, Bhavana G, Rakshit N M, Yashwanth Y, Skanda 

Kumar H S, Supreeth A, Vikas K S, Pavitra G, Varsha P, Neha V, Akash Kandra. The captains 

for the camp were Gurudeep R and Suraksha N and vice captains were Kumar K G and 

Sonika R. 

The captain and vice-captain of Swami Vivekananda team were Pranitha and Sagar G S and 



 

this team was given the in charge of Culturals. The captain and vice-captain of Kuvempu 

team were Varshith and Vaishnavi A and this team was given the in charge of Flag hoisting. 

The captain and vice-captain of Sangolli Rayanna team were Shruthi Kandra 

and Prajwal and this team was given in charge of Kitchen. The captain and vice-captain for 

Kittur Rani Chennamma were Hrithika and Sanjay P and this team was given in charge of 

Shramadhana. The captain and vice-captain of Vishveshwaraih team were Megha Shree M and 

Supreeth and this team was given in charge of Stage. 

Later cultural program started by 6:00pmand Chief guests were Manju (Gram panchayat 

president of kemmale), Lakshmakka (Former gram panchayat member of kemmale), Krishna 

(Former Gram panchayat President of Kemmmale). Firstly, we started the program with 

Inauguration song, followed by inauguration dance and then chief guests distributed 

badges for Captains and Vice Captains of each team. We greeted our chief guests with 

momentous as a token of gratitude. And the program continued with further cultural activities 

by the villagers and even by our NSS volunteers and Mime was performed by our Volunteers 

give an awareness on negative effects on our tradition & culture due to generation gap and even 

the guests arrived for the event supported our concept and gave us few guidance to balance 

our generation gap. 

And then we distributed books for school children and we had conversation with the villagers 

who were present at the event to know their opinion on the program conducted. We got very 

good response from them and they even suggested us few areas where we need to correct 

ourself and things which we need to concentrate to make our program grand success and then 

further cultural activities were held. And the main concept of the day was awareness skit on 

plastic usage in our daily life. Our NSS volunteers performed a skit to let us know about the 

disadvantages of plastic usage and ill effects caused by that and they even taught us the steps 

to be followed to minimize the usage of plastic and even villagers took oath with us to minimize 

the usage of plastic and they pledged to not use plastic unnecessarily. The program ended by 

9:00 pm with a message that “Plastic pollution free world is not a choice but a commitment to 

life – a commitment to the next generation”. We had our dinner and we had a birthday 

celebration of one of our volunteer Sagar G S where we all wished him for his better future. 

Later we assembled near Samudhaya bhavana to know the plans for the next day and we ended 

our last session for the day with NSS disperse claps. Later we all went back to our respective 

allotted rooms. 

After returning to our rooms, we wrote all our activities of the day in the diary given and the 

day was winded. 



 Huli Kunitha by NSS Volunteers 

Honoring President of KSGI 

Guests entering the Inaugural function 



President of KSGI addressing the gathering 

Cultural performance by NSS volunteers 

 
Group photo of NSS volunteers along with the Guests 

Distribution of books for school children and slates for
Anganwadi kids 



 
Plastic Awareness Skit by NSS volunteers 

 Awareness skit by NSS volunteers 

Cultural activities by NSS volunteers 



DAY 2 - 23/06/2023 

The day started with a call around 5:00am and all the NSS volunteers gathered near flag 

pole at 6:00am. Team Kuvempu was given the in charge of flag hoisting, and the concept 

they choose for flag hoisting was “UNITY IN DIVERSITY”. With the quote “We may have 

different religions, different languages, different colored skin, but we all belong to one 

human race” Team kuvempu made us aware of the phrase Unity in diversity, they 

mentioned that, People from many cultures, religious beliefs, and social statuses 
coexisting in peace and love is a prime illustration of “Unity in Diversity.” People have 

consistently shown this praise worthy behavior almost everywhere on Earth. The concept 

has certainly, resulted in the ethical and moral evolution of humanity. And it was the best 

concept for boosting up positive mindset within the minds of youngsters. And the Chief 

guests for flag hoisting for the day were Krishna Mari Gowda and Umesh, Mr. Naveen V 

(NSS Program officer), Mr. Umesh (Camp Director), Shivaprakash (Physical Director). We all 

sung the NSS song and also had pledge. Flag committee reported about previous day’s 

activities and informed about Present day’s programs. Captain and vice-captain took 

charge over the duties assigned for them. Our program officer and camp directors took us 

to nearby lake for morning walk, it was a pleasant morning and the lake view was 

spectacular. Later having our morning walk we returned back to our camp to have our 

breakfast, and the kitchen department did their job well in providing us good 

refreshments and breakfast for the day. 

After breakfast, each team were assigned to clean up streets of the village Kemmale and 

spread awareness about cleanliness keeping in mind that “Cleanliness and order are not 

matters of instinct; they are matters of education, and like most great things, we must 
cultivate a taste for them”. Tools for cleaning was distributed by Shramadhana team. 

Kitturu Rani Chennamma were given in charge of Shramadhana and Hritika and Sanjay P 

were captain and vice-captain for the team. Kuvempu were given in charge of flag 

hoisting and Vaishnavi and Varshith were captain and vice-captain for the team. 

Vishveshwaraih were given in charge of stage and Megha Shree and Supreeth were 

Captain and vice-captain for the team. Swami Vivekananda were given in charge of 

culturals and Pranitha and Sagar were Captain and Vice-captain for the team. Sangolli 

Rayanna were given in charge of Kitchen and Shruthi Kandra and Prajwal G V were captain 

and vice-captain for the team. 

It was our first day of cleaning, and the work went really good by all the teams and team 

members. After successfully cleaning the assigned streets and Government school of 

kemmale, all teams and their mentors returned back to camp to have their lunch. We had 

our lunch at 1:30p.m and had a break for about 2 hours where everyone started to make 

preparations for their cultural programs for the evening. Then our college Computer 

Science department faculties had come to visit the camp to motivate the volunteers with 

their words and actions. The lecturers interacted with the students and spent some 

valuable time with the all the NSS volunteers and gave some ideas to implement within 

ourselves to serve our best for the village we visited. Then having break until 5:30, 

everyone was informed to assemble at government school for flag dehoisting. The chief 

guest for flag dehoisting were K C Chowdegowda. 



 

Later team captain and vice-captain responsibilities were transferred to other members 

of the team. After the flag dehoisting the stage department took over their duty on 

charge. The stage decoration was done by team Vishveshwaraih for Cultural program 

using all the natural stuffs available at the village and the main attraction of the day was 

the greenery essence they brought on the stage. And the ir charge of cultural programs 

were team Vivekananda and they carried it with at most dedication in entertaining the 

villagers. Around 7:30pm the cultural program started. All the villagers were gathered at 

the stage to enjoy the program. The Chief guests for the evening were Javaraegowda K T, 

Svamanna patelaru (President of Kendada basaveshwaraswami temple) and Poornima 
(Anganwadi teacher, Kemmale). Cultural committee arranged the program and some of 

the villagers were awarded with momentous as a token of respect and gratitude Some of 

the students were given books and pens, and many dramas, dance and mime etc. were 

enacted the event Started with the invocation song by our NSS volunteers and then 

followed by few dances and skits. 

And then later members of team Vivekananda had quick interactions with villagers about 

the events conducted and took feedback about the Shramadhana of the day. And after 

all the entertaining factors at the end there was a Theme based drama which holds a 

good message for both villagers and our volunteers about the protecting Environment 

keeping the in mind as “Environmental protection doesn’t happen in a vacuum; we can’t 

separate the impact on the environment from the impact on our families and communties”. At 

the end of the program people were informed about next day’s dental camp and said 

about the importance of having good dental health and they were asked to visit 

Samudhaya Bhavana where the camp will be held. And food Committee served the dinner, 

and they handled their department with atmost concern and cleanliness. By this our 

activities for the day was winded and having the discussion about plans for the next day 

and then we all returned to our allotted stay place and we slept around 11.00 p.m. 

 Flag Hoisting conducted by team KUVEMPU 



 

Welcoming Chief guest for flag hoisting 

Morning walk to the nearby lake 

NSS volunteers assembled for flag hoisting 



Group photo at Morning walk 

NSS Volunteers having their lunch 



Flag dehoisting 

Team Vishveshwaraih 

 
Shramadana by NSS volunteer 

Team Vivekananda 



 
Cultural’s By team Vivekananda 

Farmers oriented skit by NSS Volunteers 

Awareness Skit by NSS volunteers



                                                             DAY 3 - 24/06/2023 

 

The day started with wakeup call around 5:00am and all the NSS volunteers gathered 

near the kemmale government school for flag hoisting around 6:00am. Team Kittur Rani 

Chennamma had in charge of flag hosting with captain as Chetan and vice-captain as 

Rakshitha.Team sangolli rayanna had the in charge of shramadhana with captain as 

Sumuka and vice-captain as Sulagna Mondal. Team Vivekananda had the in charge of Stage 

with captain as Rohith and vice-captain as Spoorthy.Team Vishveshwaraiah had the in 

charge of culturals with captain as Bhavana and vice-captain as Skanda. Team Kuvempu 

had the in charge of kitchen with captain as Sushen and vice-captain as Nitya. The chief 

guest for flag hoisting ofthe day was Harsha (Alumni of KSIT), 2019 passed out student by 

the department of Electronic and Communication, who was an active NSS volunteer since his 

college days and presently working as HR in Accenture, Bangalore. Flag hosting was 

successfully done by the assigned team Kitturu Rani Chennamma, with their own creative 

ideas, they decorated the place having the theme as “Karnataka and its culture , they 

taught us the way to worship our mother land and mother tongue and they even gave us 

information about importance of having good dental health as we were having free dental 

camp on the same day organized by NSS unit of KSIT forthe villagers of Kemmale in 

association with Dayananda Sagar Dental college, Bangalore and later they gave a glimpse 

of yesterday’s work which was completed and continued about informing about present 

day’s schedule. After flag hosting to make us aware of being conscious of fitness, our 

volunteers organized an aerobics program for all of us. The aerobics was taught by Pranitha, 

Rakshith and Sanjay G, where all the volunteers were actively participated in aerobics the 

session got end by 9:00am then we all had our breakfast. 

While we were at our rest hour, there was an arrival by Members of Dayananda Sagar dental 

college and senior doctors of the same hospital, who were in hands to serve with us for the 

people of kemmale in helping them to maintain good dental health and even treated free of 

cost for their dental problems. All the volunteers invited the committee members and 

divided their work for shramadana and some members were allotted to help the dental 

committee. Oral health plays a vital role in the overall health and wellbeing of the individual. 

With the objective of helping people access oral health and hygiene facilities is organizing a 

free dental check-up and awareness camp. This camp was supervised and conducted by 

expert team of Dayananda Sagar dental college and hospital. 

The experts were also to guide the patients about the food intake and daily routine they 

should follow to prevent dental disorders. All the villagers were actively rushed towards our 

camp to get the benefit of organized dental checkup, the overall camp statistics where total 

op was 108, 16 restorations, with 8 Rat, extraction of 18, oral prophylaxis of 39 and 2 

removable partial denture. Around midway of the day our college seniors had arrived to 

encourage us, we all had a great time with seniors and they even guided us in doing our work 

more effectively and encouraged us in doing the same and then we had our lunch all together 

by 3:00pm. All the seniors cherished their memories of their camp by looking our 

participation. And explained us about their experience about their camp days. Then we had a 

break till 4:30pm and then again, we assembled at 4:30pm took a walk towards coconut 

farm where they offered us tender coconut water. Everyone enjoyed the ambience of the farm 

and rushed towards the government school for flag dehosting. 



The guest for flag dehosting were Sai Adithya and Purushottam having a talk on Karnataka, 

and as they were our seniors, they gave us a clear picture about how these 7 days of camp is 

going to be the best part of our life, seeking their guidance and having their inspirational talks, 

flag dehosting got ended. Then the stage team decorated the stage so very well with the 

localized items which they got in the village like plants, flowers etc., and they have arranged the 

stage in a traditional with complete aesthetic vibe. The culturals got started around 7:00pm, 

the momentous were distributed to the villagers then our math lecturer from department of 

basic science and humanities, Lakshmi ma’am and her husband visited the camp and 

witnessed our events. The guests for culturals were KJ Vijay Kumar, Ramkrishnya, Lingaraju, 

Shivmadhaya, Ramesh, Srinivas Gowda, Guvisidhe Gowda, Raju and Shivmalle Gowda, who 

gave us an immense support in conducting the events in an organized way. All the volunteers, 

seniors, and teachers actively participated in cultural event. Around 10:00pm the event got

ended and food committee served us dinner. After having the delicious food there was a 

farewell arranged to the seniors. Which was really a memorable part of the day. And even the 

special element added for the night was celebrating Lakshmi mam’s anniversary. The planned 

events for the day were successfully completed and all went for a sleep by 11:30pm. 

Flag hoisting by our guest NSS volunteers assembled for flag hoisting 



 

Flag dehoisting

 Aerobics for fitness 



 
Shramadhana by team KUVEMPU 

Shramadhana by team KITTUR RANI CHENNAMMA 



DENTAL CAMP PHOTOS 



Skit by NSS volunteers 

Felicitating team mentors 

Mime by NSS volunteers 

Honoring Alumni’s of KSIT 



                                                              DAY 4 - 25/06/2023 

The day started with a call around 5.00am and all the NSS volunteers gathered near the 

flag pole around 6: 00am.The chief guests for flag hoisting were Shreya V Dev and Dasha c 

Jain. The chief guests were ex NSS volunteers, who have done tremendous service for the 

society as being NSS volunteers. Team Vishvehwaraiah was given the in charge of flag 

hoisting. The theme was having pollution free Environment. The flag host committee 

conducted the program well, they told us the importance of maintaining clean and healthy 

environment and how to protect them. They even motivated us to be a part in cleaning up 

our environment and in maintain pollution free environment for having a healthy future and 

gifting the same for our future generation. 

They gave us a brief view about previous day’s activities. And then later flag committee 

informed the volunteers about the day’s schedule. Team Kittur Rani Chennamma had in 

charge of Culturals with captain as Swetha and vice-captain Abhijith. Team Sangolli Rayanna 

had the in charge of Stage with captain as Sumana and vice-captain as Raghu. Team 

Vivekananda had the in charge of Kitchen with captain Tejashree and vice-captain Anush. 

Team Vishvehwaraiah had the in charge of flag hoisting with captain Yashwanth and vice-

captain as Pavitra, Team Kuvempu had the in charge of Shramadhana with captain as Varsha 

and vice-captain as Pruthu. Then each team were given 4 plants of different types, then all 

the teams were taken for a morning walk around the village. All the teams were informed to 

plant the saplings beside the roads as the sign of encouraging the villagers to save trees with 

the concept “Go Green”. Then, around 9.00am we all returned back to the camp sight to 

have our breakfast and the team Vivekananda arranged good refreshment for all the 

volunteers and served breakfast for all. 

After having our breakfast around 10:00 am we all were informed to assemble for 

Shramadhana in the yard of Samudhaya bhavana. And then team Kuvempu were given the 

in charge of Shramadhana. Team kuvempu conducted pooja for all the tools used for 

cleaning with the divine concept of Ayudha pooja, then they distributed the tools for all 

the teams and took the count of the given tools. Then all the teams went to their allotted 

place and started cleaning. And while cleaning the allotted streets super seniors and the 

team mentors motivated the volunteers with their words and actions. Around 2.00pm we all 

returned back to our camp sight to have lunch. Then family of our NSS program officer 

Naveen V, and family members of Umesh (director of camp) and Jalaja (HOD, dept of Basics 

Science and Humanities) and her family had come to visit the camp and to witness our 

service for the village. They spent some valuable time with the NSS volunteers and gave 

some advices for the volunteers. 

Then around 3:00 pm we had special guests arrived at the camp, the guests were Doonturu 

Vishwanath (Congress leader) and Hemanth (Alumni of KS institute of technology). They 

inspired us with their valuable words and motivated us by giving practical examples and 

shared their experience in their village. And Hemanth who is alumni of KS institute of 

technology, gave us an overview about their personal experience in serving for people and 

made us aware about how important is to serve for nation being NSS volunteer. At 4:30 

every one was informed to assemble. Later we took a fast walk to the government school for 

Flag dehoisting program. 

Later the captain and vice-captain responsibilities were shifted to other members of the 

team and the chief guests were Manju and Javarayii Gowda. And at about 5:30pm we all 

went near the Panchayati katte, team Kittur Ranni Chennamma had organized a drama in 



Village Panchayati katte having the concept of asset division between siblings and its ill 

effect on their parents. And it seemed to be a good meaningful act for the young 

generations. Then we all returned back to the camp. And everyone started their preparations 

for the cultural events around 7:00pm the cultural program was started. As usual the event 

started with an invocation song and then carried with other entertaining factors. In between 

mementos were distributed to the villagers, books and pen were given for village students. 

Then at the end of the event importance of nature and ways to protect that was conveyed to 

the people in the form of drama with the ideology of “Hasire Usiru”, at the end Stage was 

cleared by the stage committee. Later we had our dinner where food committee served us. 

By this our activity for the day was winded up and with plans for the next day we all returned 

to our respective rooms and we slept around 11:00pm 

Planting saplings at Honaganahalli village 



Plantation awareness 

Team Kitturu Rani Chenamma 



Speech by Doonturu Vishwanath 

Fashion Walk by NSS volunteers 

Stage performance by village children 



Comedy skit by team Kitturu rani chenamma

Stage performance by Gurudeep (Camp Captain} 



DAY 5 - 26/06/2023 

All the NSS volunteers woke up around 5:30am in the morning and assembled near the 

flag pole at 6:00am. Flag hoisting was done with active participation of our NSS volunteers, 

Mentors, NSS program officer Naveen V, Camp Directors Umesh S and Shivaprakash K M And 

Chief guests for the day. Theme for flag hoisting was ‘Gho Rakshane’ (Protect Cows) and the 

flag hoisting in charge was for the team Swami Vivekananda as we were in the village named 

Kemmale, where the people of Kemmale worship the holy cow as their God. Guests for flag 

hoisting for the day were Ganesh and Chikkakulle Gowda. We all sung NSS song and had the 

pledge. Flag committee explained us about the prominence of cow protection and gave us a 

glimpse about the sacred cow of Kemmale village which recently passed away. Flag 

committee reported about previous day’s activities and informed about Present day’s 

programs. Captain and vice-captain took charge over the duties assigned for them. 

Team Sangolli Rayanna had the in charge of Culturals with captain a Danush and vice-

captain as SriLakshmi. Team Kuvempu had the in charge of Stage with captain as Jeevitha 

and vice-captain as Divya. Team Kitturu Rani Chennamma had the in charge of Kitchen with 

captain as Sanjay G and vice-captain as Keerthana K. Team Vishveshwaraiah had the in charge 

of Shramadhana with captain Akash Kandra and vice-captain as Neha. Team Vivekananda had 

the in charge of Flag hoisting with Captain as Rakshith and Vice-captain as Archana N. 

Later we had our breakfast and everyone started to make preparations for the health camp 

which was the main schedule for the day. Free Health Camp was organized at Samudhaya 

Bhavana for villagers. The National Service Scheme of K S Institute of Technology, in hands 

with Sapthagiri hospital Bangalore, organized a one-day free medical camp for the benefit 

of public in Kemmale Village on 26th June 2023 (Monday). The medical camp was 

conducted at Samudhaya Bhavana at Kemmale village and its organizing team included 25 

NSS volunteers led by Some Senior doctors and Specialists in particular departments like 

General Surgery, Cardiology, Orthopedics, Pediatrics, Dermatology, Physiotherapy, 

Ophthalmology, ENT departments from Sapthagiri hospital, Bangalore. The main objective of 

this medical camp was to Provide free and high-quality medical services for the poor population 

of the village. To Raise health awareness among the community and teach them to deal with 

communicable and non-communicable. And to Register rare and severe cases and refer 

them to specialized centers and evaluate the living conditions and determine the obstacles 

and challenges to work on solving their problems and To Refer medical cases towards 

surgeries if required. Considering all these objectives, the teams arrived to the location at 

10 am and the camp was inaugurated with a welcome speech and doctors and volunteers 

promised the villagers to serve their best in the organized medical camp for the day and 

then they even assured that first 50 members who attends the camp with eye sight 

problems will be provided with free spectacles according to their tested eye powers. Many 

villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity by NSS volunteers. In total, 120 

villagers attended the medical camp and benefitted. The NSS also arranged for free Blood 

Sugar Level and Blood Pressure tests which were hugely useful for many villagers. Nearly 

40 people have undergone their general health check-ups and 16 people were benefitted 

with the dermatology-skin check-ups. And about 14 people went through ECG and as 

assured 50 members went through eye check-ups and benefitted with tested spectacles. All 

adults were screened for hypertension and follow up was done for the known hypertensives. 

Patients with altered findings and poor adherence to the old treatment were referred to 

higher centers for further need. Complaints regarding vision and other ophthalmic 



complaints were screened and treated by ophthalmologists. After the checks up, many people were

benefitted with the medicines provided free of cost by NSS unit of KSIT in association with Sapthagiri

Hospital, Bangalore. Few of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatment at Sapthagiri

Hospital, Bangalore. 
 

Later we served food for the doctors attended the camp and our NSS program officer 

Naveen V and Camp Directors Umesh S and Shivaprakash K M with momentous as a token of 

gratitude. The NSS volunteers played a vital role in making this camp success with their 

dedication in serving people, they directed people in all needy way. And on the same day, On 

26th June 2023, the NSS Committee of KSIT organized an ‘Ethnic Day’ celebration at NSS Special 

Camp “Abhyudaya 2023” at Kemmale Village. It was a resounding success, filled with vibrant 

culture and enthusiastic participation of our NSS volunteers. The event aimed to celebrate the 

diversity and rich cultural heritage of the community. The schedule was meticulously planned 

to showcase various traditions and cultures. The event was graced by our NSS program officer 

Navin V, Our Camp Directors Umesh S and Shivaprakash K M. the main intension of celebrating 

ethnic day was to highlight the importance of embracing cultural diversity and fostering a sense 

of unity among the students. Our NSS volunteers came in ethnic costumes. Girls were dressed 

in Ghaghara, Lehengas and traditional Sarees and the Boys wore kurtas, dhotis and even 

formals. It was in a fine evening that we went to the Hindu temple in the village Kemmale. The 

bounty of the nature had blessed its surroundings with all its grace. All our NSS volunteers, 

mentors of each team and our program officer and camp directors gathered near Samudhaya 

Bhavana at 6:00PM in the evening. And we all together reached temple which was very close to 

Samudhaya Bhavana which was girls’ stay place. And then we took blessings of lord Kendada 

Basaveshwara Swami which is believed as a true spirit by villagers of Kemmale. It was divine 

seeking blessings of lord Kendada Basaveshwara Swami. 

Then we were provided with Prasadam and we were graced by Basava (Holy Cow) which was in 

the yard of temple. Later with god’s grace we continued with our further events. 

And then as usual as every day we started with our cultural activities for the evening and 

our NSS Volunteers were engaged in there works so as to make preparations for the evening. 

The stage was arranged by stage committee. The stage in charge for the day was for the team 

Kuvempu, they had arranged the stage completely in a folk style taking the concept as “Waste 

to Wonder”, it was a very fresh concept which was perfect for the day as we had ethnic day 

on the same day. And the cultural committee arranged programs for the day. 

The Cultural’s in charge was given for the team Sangolli, and they had planned the programs in 

a very entertain able way. The anchors for the day boosted the crowd with their energetic 

warm welcome. And the program for a quick start with Bajana performance by one of the 

villagers and his team namely “Giridasee gowdaru”. We further started the program with an 

Inauguration song by Skanda and team, which gave a divine start to the program. And then 

there were few events which gave an immense pleasure to witness. And Our NSS program 

officer Navin V, and Camp directors Umesh S and Shivaprakash K M honored few of the 

village heads who gave us an immense support in conduction of our camp with the 

momentous. And then the events got started again with the same enthusiasm, Our NSS 

volunteers performed a skit mentioning “the problems faced by a man being between his 

mother and wife” and it was a funny skit where everyone enjoyed watching. And then there 

were few dance and singing performances performed. And Continued with a skit which was 

performed by our Volunteers giving importance to the Education. They had showcased the 

importance of education in a very meaningful way. And then after some divine performances 



which was dedicated to goddess Renuka Yellama, there was an Alcohol awareness drama,

which seemed to be an essential thing to perform at village circumstances. And everyone

praised us for our attempt. 

And with all good efforts the cultural program got ended with good messages. Later we all 

had our food and assembled near samudhaya bhavana for next day planes. 

Cultural performance by NSS volunteers 

NSS volunteers gathered for flag hoisting 



Dance performance by Village Children 





 

 

DAY 6 - 27/06/2023 

 The day started with a call around 5:00 am and all the NSS volunteers gathered near the flag

pole around 6:00am. Team Sangolli rayanna had the in charge of Flag hoisting and dehoisting

with captain as Sanjana V and vice-captain as Tharun M. The guest for the day was Sukanya and

the team Sangolli rayanna have choose the concept for flag hoisting as Education with the tag

line “Education is a key that unlocks the golden door to the freedom”. And they were most

concerned of making us aware of the importance of education. 

Team Kittur Rani chennamma had in charge of stage with captain as Vishwas M K and Vice-

captain as Mahalakshmi D, and they have utilized there turn so very well with all the natural 

things available at the village. Team Vivekananda had the in charge of shramadana with 

captain as Rakshith and vice-captain as Varsha B C Team, they were having the in charge to 

distribute all the equipment’s needed for shramadhana for each and every team and so has 
to collectthem back with at most concern without misplacing any. Vishveshwaraiah had the 

in charge of kitchen with captain as and vice-captain as , and they have planned to 
serve us in a very good way, bringing into our mind about the value to be given for food. 

Being in kitchen department they handled the kitchen in a very good manner. Team kuvempu 

had the in charge of cultural’s with Captain as Shruthi Kandra and Vice-captain as 

Vishwanath B S. 

Flag hosting was completed well by the assigned team, with a very meaningful concepts, 

having their own creative idea they decorated the place. The guest for flag hoisting was 
Sukanya, who was member of village Swasahaya Sangha and later the team members gave us 
glimpse of previous day’s activities for all the NSS volunteers. And they continued with 

informing us about the present day’s schedule so as to make all volunteers to be prepared 
for the day. Also informed about the importance of education which plays a very vital role in 
life of every individual, and they informed us about the government school painting 

program arranged by NSS unit of KSIT in honaganahalli. 
After flag hosting we all had our breakfast and had a tractor ride for honaganahalli 

government high school. And we all had very new experience with the tractor ride. When we 

reached the school, assembly was going on. And happy that we witnessed our State Anthem 
and National Anthem along with the students of honaganahalli government high school. At 

the same time as per the government food scheme for the government school students, the 

school committee was providing their students with hot milk and breakfast, where we took 

part in serving them with good food. We alhad some fun in the school ground and started to 

work. Firstly, we started to clean the surroundings of the school and then cleaned the school 
yard. We also digged some plots for planting the saplings we bought. And it was our pleasure 

that our college faculty members and few students arrived for the place to witness our work 
and to contribute themselves with us in serving for the good cause. Later we started to paint 
the school building. And even our faculty members and students took part in planting the 

saplings and painting the school building with mesmerizing art works. While the work was 
going on there was a visit of our Principal Dilip Kumar K to the government school. Principle 
was very proud of our work and he even appreciated the work done by the NSS volunteers. 

With principal even the treasurer of Kammavari Sangham also visited the school. 



 

The teachers from various department and students of KSIT who were currently studying in 

the 3rd year also visited to the camp and helped us in cleaning painting the walls of school. 

Not just painting and cleaning took place in school but we also planted some plants over the school

ground so as to bring awareness in young minds that how important is to clean our 

yard and plant the saplings for our wellbeing. As the principal of the school suspended the 

class for students, they were all free for the day, so we planned to organize some games withthem.

We thought them some games and conducted some competition like running 

race, dance, singing, kabaddi, throw ball, badminton and etc. there were three people from outside

who helped us with the painting they draw the outline of the pictures and we all 

filled a color for the pictures some of us went to the village kemmale had our lunch with principle

and treasurer of KSIT. There was a memento distribution and a small gift for the management from

students. After giving send off for the teachers and management of the college we again rushed to

the government school and felicitated with medals for the 

students who won in the competition and distributed the momentous for the faculties of the

government school and even for the painters who helped us in making the walls of school

building look colorful. Later all school members were happy for our work and the school 

principal happily spoke few words by appreciating our work. Later we all came back for the 

stay by a tractor ride which was a crazy ride. 

Later some had their lunch and went for their stays to take rest and get ready for culturals. 
Thereafter we all assembled for the flag dehoisting the guest for flag dehoisting was. After 
completion of flag dehoisting all had our snacks which was arranged by Arun and Sagar of our 

camp all non-vegetarians had fish and the vegetarians had veg puff, everyone was happy for 
the snacks. The stage team decorated the stage with the available items of village such as 

plants, flowers, herbs and many more natural things available at the village. The guests for 
the culturals were and few momentous were distributed to the villagers. Every volunteer got 

ready to give their performance which were prepared all the volunteers rocked the stage with 

their mind-blowing performances such as comedy skits, dances, songs and it was the last day 

of culturals everyone rushed to give their performances the kids of the village also gave some 

performances. And then our 3rd year students performed a dance in order to dedicate to 

the lecturers who gave their best in providing all the essentials for the camp and cared us for 6 

long days without any sort of problems. 

Later all the NSS volunteers were felicitated by the people of Shree Shakthi Sangha of 

kemmale and the program was successfully winded up with heavy hearts. All the villagers of 

kemmale felt happy for our work, and they have become a part of us in these 6 days and it was 

hard for them and for us too to declare that it was a last day in the village which gave us many 
lessons and gave us a shelter for the whole week, and also the ladies of Shree Shakthi Sanga 

arranged us the dinner for that day. Which was really very delicious. We all had stomach full of 
food and assembled at the yard of Samudhya bhavana for camp fire, we were taken to the 

clean yard which was a bit far away from the houses of village so as to not disturb the 
villagers. And everyone enjoyed the last night of the camp by singing, dancing at the camp fire 

and that was the best wind up for the camp we had. It was around 3am when we all came back 
to our stay place and with filled eyes and heavy heart the last day of the camp in Kemmale 

winded up. 



Group Photo with college staff members 

Flag hoisting by team Sangolli Rayanna 

Students participating in sports at Honaganahalli Govt High School 



 
Before Wall Painting 

College Management and NSS Volunteers at Honaganahalli Govt High School 



 
Cultural performance by team Kuvempu 

Wall Painting done by NSS volunteers 



Felicitation for NSS volunteers by Villagers 



                                                                      DAY 7 - 28/06/2023 

The day started with the call around 6.30a.m. All the NSS volunteers assembled near the 

flag pole at around 7:00pm. Team Sangolli Rayanna had the in charge of Culturals with 

captain as Sumana and vice-captain as Monisha. Team Kuvempu had the in charge of 

Stage with captain as Varsha and vice-captain as Varshith. Team Kitturu RaniChennamma 

had in charge of Stage and with captain as Vishwas and vice-captain as Sanjay P. Team 

Vishveshwaraiah had the in charge of Flag hoisting with captain as Vikas and vice-captain
as 

Megha Shree. Team Vivekananda had the in charge of Kitchen with Captain as Pranitha

and 

vice-captain as Tejashree. 

Flag hoisting was done by. Naveen V (NSS Program officer), Mr. Umesh S (Camp Director) 

and Mr. Shivaprakash K M (Physical Education Director of KSIT). All volunteers sung NSSsong 

and had taken pledge. The theme for the flag hoisting was “Drug abuse”, which was a very 

important to be aware for the present generation. Flag committee explained us aboutthe 

prominence of having knowledge about drug abuse and what are the measures to be 

followed to not commit the mistake of abusing drugs. Flag committee reported about 

previous day’s activities and informed about Present day’s programs. Captain and vice 

captain took charge over the duties assigned for them. 

Later we had a walk and had our breakfast, The kitchen committee organized the food 

with atmost concern. And after having tiffin, we were assigned with the works to clean our 

stay areas as we were leaving by the end of the day. So, everyone went to their respective 

rooms and started to pack their belongings and cleaned their rooms and the kitchen 

department cleaned entire kitchen as it was the last day of cooking in the kitchen. All

the 

NSS volunteers were informed to assemble at 12.00pm for validatory function. In between 

we had a visit from our honorable MP of Kanakapura constituency D K Suresh, who

inspired 

us with his valuable words and motivated us with his presence in his busy schedule.Then 

as per the instructions we all finished our works and gathered near the stage at 12:00pm 

and then having all the plans for the day, we all started to prepare for the events and then 

had our lunch by 1:00pm and by finishing all our works for one last day we all assembled 

near stage for our validatory program. Chief guests were Manju (Gram panchayath 

president), Shiva Mari Gowda (gram panchayath member), Giridase Gowda (village

member), 

Chikkakulle Gowda, Ganesh, Javaraayi Gowda, Mr. Umesh S (Camp Director), Mr. NaveenV 

(NSS Program officer), Mr. Shivaprakash (Physical Education Director of KSIT). The guests 

arrived for the event Manju (Gram panchayath president) addressed all the NSSvolunteers 

and spoke few words about the special camp. 



And we had award distribution session for overall performance in camp. NSS

volunteers were awarded with both Group awards and Individual Awards. And the

awards were distributed as follows: 

Overall best team award was given for team Kitturu Rani Chenamma, Best Cultural’s

award was given for team Kuvempu, Best Shramadhana award was given for team

Vishveshwaraiah, Best Discipline award was given for team Sangolli Rayanna, Best

Cleanliness award was given for team Vivekananda. 

And Individual awards were given as follows, Overall best performer girl’s was given

for Varsha 

Jayakumar(4Th ECE), Overall best performer boy’s was given for Sanjay G(4Th ECE),

Best cultural award 

girl’s was given for Tejashree(4th ECE), Best cultural award boy’s was given for

Rakshith S(4th ECE), Best 

Discipline award girl’s was given for Meghashree(6th ECE) and Archana N(2nd ECE),

Best Discipline award 

boy’s was given for Sanjay P(4th ECE), Best cleanliness award girl’s was given for

Pranitha(6th Mech), Best 

cleanliness award boy’s was given for Sumukha(6th ECE),Best Shramdhana award

girl’s was given for 

Bhavana G(6th ECE), Best Shramdhana award boy’s was given for Chethan V M(6th

AI) and Vishwas(2nd 

ECE).

After having lunch, we headed back to Bangalore. We boarded our college buses and

left around 6:30pm and we reached Bangalore around 9:00pm. 



Honorable MP DK Suresh 



Team Vishveshwaraiah

Team Vivekananda 

Team Kitturu Rani Chenamma 
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Team Sangolli Rayanna 

Individual award’s distribution for NSS volunteers 
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NSS Special Camp
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